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“The waterfall has given me a potent form to explore as an object. I have been 
interested in the contradiction inherent in trying to make a static object out of a shifting 
and changing form. In my earliest waterfall and river sculptures I was interested in 
sculpting the presence of absence. By pulling out just the water from its embrace of rock 
and mountain, the form it took suggested the presence of land and rock forms only in 
the imagination, sculpting the presence of absence by virtue of the movement and 
directional shifts in which the form of the water moved. In Chinese painting, water can 
be an emblem of balance, its downward movement in contrast to the upward movement 
of the rock face over which it descends. Water is emblematic of a journey, suggesting 
no beginning and no ending, so the viewer can enter into the work through their own 
imagination.” 

— Jacci Den Hartog, 2015 

 
 
Jacci Den Hartog has made a career of producing sculpture and works on 
paper exploring the aesthetics and duality of water and landscape. Her 
works have been deeply influenced by Chinese landscape paintings, as 
well as the pop-culture critiques presented in Japanese comic books, and 
the extreme force of water brought on by weather, wind, and current. Den 
Hartog's beautiful, handcarved sculptures made from polymerized clay and 
polyurethane delve into painted conditions of movement, color, and light. 
These airbrushed installations take on the feeling of being detached, 
floating and un-anchored, inducing a vertiginous bodily sensation, like one 
might have when standing on uncertain footing, or encountering an abyss.  
 
Den Hartog lives and works in Los Angeles, California, where she is 
Professor and the Program Director of Sculpture/New Genres at the Otis 
College of Art and Design, Los Angeles. Her numerous awards and honors 
include: John F. Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship; Pollock-Krasner 
Foundation Artists Grant; Art Matters, Inc., Artists Grant; City of Los 
Angeles (COLA) Individual Artist Fellowship Award; and the Purchase 
Award, Alberta DuPont Bonsal Foundation for the San Diego Museum of 
Contemporary Art. She has been included in exhibitions at the Nantes 
Museum (Nantes, France); San Francisco Art Institute; Christopher Grimes 
Gallery (Santa Monica, California); the Contemporary Arts Center 
(Cincinnati, Ohio); and was commissioned in 2008 to create a public 
artwork at Angels Knoll Plaza in Los Angeles. 


